Selected Issues Associated with the Operational and Power Supply Reliability of Fire Alarm Systems
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Abstract: The article reviews issues associated with the use of electronic fire alarm systems (FAS). They are operated in various environments and buildings with varying volumes. FAS have to function properly under different operating conditions associated with their operation, as well as power supply and information inflow. Due to their functions, i.e., ensuring the safety of people, vehicles, logistics bases, airports, etc., FAS have to exhibit an appropriately organized reliability structure associated with their implementation and power supply. Operational studies involving FAS operated in various facilities were conducted to this end. The authors determined damage and recovery time intensities. FAS reliability indicators were also determined. The article presents graphs associated with developing the energy balance for selected FAS. The graphs are consistent with the latest and applicable legal regulations. The next stage of the work related to this article was developing an FAS operation process model and conducting computer simulations in order to determine reliability indicators. Such an approach to the FAS operation process enables a rational selection of technical and organizational solutions aimed at guaranteeing reliability in the course of executing operational tasks associated with ensuring fire safety. FAS operational analysis, developing balance graphs and models, as well as the computer simulation, enabled inferring conclusions that might be useful to the process of engineering and operating such systems.
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1. Introduction

The task of electronic security systems (ESS)- these operated in buildings or over a vast area, e.g., a logistics base or airport-such as fire alarm systems (FAS) is to ensure the safety of people and property located at a given moment in rooms within the area in question [1,2]. It also includes ensuring the safety of transported materials and transport vehicle movement. When operating FAS in the case under consideration, the above also covers the safety of the natural environment, external and internal within a vast area in the case of fire monitoring tanks with fuel, lubricants, and substances hazardous to humans when a fire breaks out. Most often, the facilities are buildings, warehouses, hubs, logistics bases, airports, etc. located in vast areas monitored by FAS. In such a case, they are part of the so-called state critical infrastructure facilities [3–5]. The most important
tasks implemented by these systems located within a vast area include guaranteeing fire safety [6–8]. FAS elements, modules, and devices are located inside protected buildings, but also in a publicly available outdoor environment. In such a case they are exposed to the adverse impact of changing external environmental factors—e.g., temperature, pressure, or humidity. Additionally, the Earth’s natural environment, namely, the existing electric and magnetic fields, is distorted by the presence of unintentional electromagnetic interference over different spectral bands of frequency generated by, e.g., LV, MV, or HV power supply circuits, TV, and radio transmitters, cell-phone base stations, radar stations, CB radio transmitters, railway overhead contact lines, etc. [9–11]. Fire alarm systems and other electronic security systems operated in buildings and over a vast area predominantly apply elements, systems, and microprocessors utilizing digital technology for processing and converting primary signals originating from fire sensors that react to characteristic attributes of a fire—e.g., temperature, smoke, or electromagnetic radiation, etc. [12,13].

The presence of electromagnetic interference and abrupt external environmental parameter changes can lead to an increased probability of a false alarm by FAS installed in buildings or over a vast area [14,15]. This may result in serious consequences, e.g., economic, such as suspending transport traffic, air, or rail, as well as announcing the evacuation of humans through an audio warning system (AWS), directly or indirectly connected to a fire alarm control unit (FACU) Figure 1 [16,17].
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**Figure 1.** Violation of a safe status of a building due to the impact of external and internal actions on a fire alarm system installed within the building in question. Figure designations: external actions X(t) e.g., theft, robbery (assault), terrorist attack on the structure, deliberate arson, or other external action; E_Z(t), E_W(t) is electromagnetic interference of the natural electric and magnetic field of the Earth and building surroundings through the use of an unintentional and intentional (stationary and mobile) radiation sources near the building; K(t) external climate (environmental) conditions, K_w(t) internal climate (environmental) conditions, M(t) external mechanical environmental interference (e.g., vibrations of the ground, walls, air, etc.), M_w(t) internal mechanical environmental interference (e.g., vibrations of the walls, partitions, windows, etc.), S_0(t) state of safety equilibrium ensured by a fire alarm system associated with the balance of three interacting adverse sequences: external Q_Z(t) and internal sequences (processes) associated with facility operation: people staying in the facility (permanent residence, customers visiting given rooms) is Z(t), changes in the internal publicly available environment S_Z(t) for the operated structure.
FAS is impacted by different internal and external interference, advantageous or disadvantageous to the process of operation within the surrounding environment (Figure 1). Their sources are of different natures—electrical, mechanical, temperature-related, or deliberate human actions—e.g., sabotage, etc. Regardless of these disturbing impacts, an FAS should remain in a state of equilibrium—technical and functional efficiency $S_0(t)$, which is defined by a triangle of adverse impacts (Figure 1). External environmental factors impact the FAS operation process directly through actions associated with changes in interfering signal levels (amplitudes): $E_Z(t)$—action related to electromagnetic interference, $K(t)$—external climate (environmental) conditions, favourable or unfavourable to an FAS operation process and $M(t)$—internal mechanical environmental interference (e.g., vibrations of the ground, walls, partitions or air, etc.). Similar disturbing actions occur also inside a building with an installed operated FAS-$E_W(t)$, $M_w(t)$ and $K_w(t)$. However, the nature and amplitude levels of these disturbances are different. For example, attenuation of vibrations, electromagnetic interference or temperature changes by existing building partitions, windows or walls should be taken into account [18–20]. The FAS operation process should also consider the human factor, associated with protected, separated fire zones. Human impact on an FAS may be advantageous (e.g., implementation of the maintenance process, system repair) and disadvantageous, such as intentional triggering of a fire alarm by a deceptively starting fire in a facility, sabotage or terrorist attack through causing panic or an explosion. There is also the possibility of unauthorized actuation (breaking the glass) of a manual call point (MCP), which triggers a fire alarm 2nd stage [1,2,13]. A fire alarm system may be activated (switch from a state of detection to a state of alarm) due to the occurrence of various fire characteristics detector sensors—temperature, smoke, electromagnetic radiation—true alarm, or due to, e.g., excessive levels of various interference signals—false alarm. Especially the latter alarm case is undesirable for an FAS, which limits the probability of a false alarm using different technical and organizational solutions. The consequence of triggering a false alarm within the operation process of FAS used in railway buildings (e.g., platforms, main station buildings, underground passages to platforms, signal boxes, etc.) include enormous economic losses (e.g., suspension of train traffic, announcing evacuation and calling law enforcement services and the fire service to the station, activation of gas suppression systems in server rooms, switchgear rooms and rooms housing railway traffic control equipment or activation of fixed water extinguishing devices—sprinklers or sprays, etc.). A correctly organized, operated, supervised and designed FAS, despite the impact of internal and external interference (Figure 1), should always remain in the $S_0(t)$ technical state—state of operational fitness [1,2]. However, violating the state of equilibrium of this process is a function of numerous variables, dependent on human activity and the surrounding environment Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an example of an ESS structure organized over a vast area (e.g., airport, railway area, logistic or military bases, etc.). Such structures and the land they cover are classified as the so-called critical infrastructure (CI) of a given state. They implement tasks that are crucial from the functional perspective of a given country, e.g., related to transport, military, power—power plants, transformer stations or substations, as well as administration—buildings housing courts, ministries, offices, police and other services, ports and sea bases, airports, railway routes, etc. [1,4,14].
Figure 2. Implementation of the power supply for a vast area with located CI buildings No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 monitored by security systems or peripheral security systems. 1; internal security systems (protection zones) 2; the Figure is an example depiction of only two selected rooms from building No. 1 power supply room and one of the utility rooms (fire zone by default) located in the building and equipped with a FAS supplemented by selected other ESS, depending on the needs and applicable regulations.

A very important issue related to the functioning of ESS located within such areas is ensuring power supply continuity—which is achieving the highest possible reliability of electricity supply continuity [4,21,22]. It is achieved by supplying a given area from two independent power plants, E1 and E2-Figure 2, with full redundancy of all elements ensuring electricity transmission located along given transmission lines. The unfitness of
the E1 power plant or this transmission circuit to the consumer automatically leads to the consumers switching to power from the E2 power plant. It is implemented through power switch No. 1 (automatic backup power switch-ABPS). In the event of unfitness of the E1 and E2 power plants, the power supply of security systems is taken over by a power generator connected to the consumers located over a vast area through switch No. 2. Additional ESS equipment for ensuring power supply continuity, hence, protection (security) of all facilities within a vast area are additional power sources—a battery bank or UPS [1,23,24]. Most usually, these backup power sources are located in a special room, which also houses the control and service elements of security systems-Figure 2. If one of such sources is unfit, ESS consumers are automatically switched (power switches No. 3 and 4) to backup supply with simultaneous system installation location failure signal transmission to an alarm receiving centre (ARC) and law enforcement authorities via alarm and failure signal transmitters (antennas No. 1 and 2). In Figure 2, the room where continuous supervision of the ESS operation process is located, can be found in Building No. 1, located over a vast area. The entire area is monitored by peripheral security (No. 1) on long approaches to protected facilities using CCTV, a low-power radar station and fence sensors notifying about the presence of unwanted persons-e.g., burglars or terrorists-Figure 2 [1,25]. Some of the most important electronic security systems operated within buildings (1, 2, 3, 4) over vast areas are fire alarm systems integrated with audio warning systems (AWS) broadcasting alarm signals in a given facility. The installation and operation, maintenance or service of FAS and AWS is governed by legal regulations applicable within a given country for buildings particularly important to state interests, so-called critical infrastructure. For example, in Poland this duty is imposed by the regulation of the Minister of Interior and Administration on fire protection of buildings, other building structures and land. [5,8].

FAS are not integrated with other electronic security systems that may be located in rooms and buildings located over a vast area. These systems—FAS and AWS, in particular—can exchange information on the primary or backup power supply status and switch to backup power. These systems do not exchange information on sabotage, intrusion, etc. Furthermore, the aforementioned information on the technical condition of the systems is sent via two independent signal transmission chains to a remote alarm centre, law enforcement service (e.g., the police), and the State Fire Service (PSP), in this case only the alarm (fire) and failure signals originating from the fire alarm system [1,8]. Depending on the area and volume of a given facility, an FAS may vary in terms of its functional structure. These include a concentrated FAS (Figure 2), where all detection circuits and loops are hooked up to a single fire alarm control unit (FACU). The other two types are scattered FAS, which utilizes several or a dozen or so FACUs operating under various configurations (e.g., loop, star, or bus), and mixed FAS (scattered systems and additionally established concentrated systems) [1,2]. In addition, all facilities and the rooms therein may be monitored by other ESSs in order to ensure an adequate security level—e.g., most common are the intrusion detection system (IDS), closed-circuit television (CCTV) or access control systems (ACS)-(Figure 2). For purposes of clarity of the entire figure, Figure 2 does not show the connection and integration of the aforementioned systems. In most cases, such facilities operate IDS, ACS, or CCTV systems. An important technical issue when determining the battery capacity and UPS power is the operating (functioning) time of such ESS operated in such facilities [1,2,7,12]:

- in the basic operating mode of all ESS, without detection of a burglary or intrusion and fire-technical state-monitoring;
- in the event of the aforementioned hazards occurring-alarm state.

These two cases involve conducting calculations of the so-called energy balance (or current balance in other words), which takes into account the specified operating time of the aforementioned security systems in both modes, i.e., alarm and monitoring. ESS operating times in these states result from specific technical classes (I–IV) for other systems without taking FAS into account due to its extremely important role in ensuring the safety
of life, property, and the environment within the protected facility, area, and monitored warehouses [1,2,7].

The article was organized as follows in order to discuss the issue of FAS reliability and problems associated with powering such a system. The first stage introduces the current status of the issue. It also discusses matters related to the general concept of ESS ensuring safety. This chapter also reviews the method of supplying power to ESSs located over a vast area, from a power plant to a supervision room. It also gives an example of a technical structure—an FAS solution. The authors then developed a critical review of the source literature in this field. The third chapter contains algorithms for determining power demand balances for three different FAS, taking into account the latest legal regulation applicable in Poland and introduced in the years 2020–2022. This chapter is followed by a discussion of the issues related to defining and ensuring reliability for a selected FAS. The entire article is summarized with conclusions and source literature related to this topic.

2. Literature Review

A change in internal and external environmental conditions—air temperature and humidity, in particular—significantly impacts the technical parameters of detectors and sensors used for fire detection [26,27]; e.g., their sensitivity, detection characteristics, or a change in fire characteristic values triggering the alarm state for individual elements, determined in FACU [28,29]. These variable environmental parameters significantly affect the so-called fire triangle [30,31], leading to changes that decisively impact the detection time for a fire phenomenon, false alarm probability, or a change in the $\alpha$ particle mobility of the radioactive material in ionization sensors [32,33]. However, the presented articles do not discuss the impact of these environmental changes on the functional reliability of an FAS as an entire system [34,35]. FAS should always be treated as an entirety of a given technical structure. However, individual elements, modules, devices, or sensors are operated under different environments [36–38], which is critical to, e.g., $\lambda$ damage intensity, reliability, or false alarm probability [39,40].

An important issue related to ESS operation is also its real-time diagnostics [41–43]. In the case of FAS, coded (encrypted) diagnostic information on the technical states is reported to consumers in real-time via transmission lines, at time intervals specified by the service. At the same time, the alarm signal has the highest priority, and it automatically suspends the executed diagnostic procedure of the system. FAS diagnostic signals are only sent to the Alarm Receiving Centre. FAS continuously implements a diagnostic procedure. Generating diagnostic signals, sending them to appropriate detection circuits, and interpreting the results of this process when receiving the signals (FAS current operation moments), are the responsibility of a separate microprocessor located in a FACU, intended solely for these functions.

Results concerning the technical state of FAS should be reported on a regular basis to an alarm receiving centre or service teams responsible for maintaining the system in a state of operational fitness [44,45]. Apart from information on FAS technical state, which is implemented by the FACU (a dedicated diagnostic module), the persons monitoring the operation process should have extra information on the impact of unfitness on the system, whether a given event is a critical failure or, e.g., a fail-safe event with the use of redundant elements [46–48]. Information on FAS technical states should also be sent via two independent communication channels to appropriate services [1,7,49]. Interference occurring within the process of transmitting FAS technical state signals and the diagnostic process results should not impact the credibility of a decision on, e.g., alarm or system operation [50,51]. The implemented FAS diagnostic process should provide information on all elements operated on a regular basis within the operation process (fire detection), but also determine the technical states of e.g., redundant elements that are currently not used by the system [52–54]. Currently, operated FAS do not provide such diagnostic information, especially on the so-called critical unfitness, if a system experiences them [1,55,56]. The available source literature related to FAS also lacks information on predicted changes in
the reliability $R(t)$ of the entire system or individual detection circuit or loops in the event of an unfitness [1,2,57]. The authors of the article, by applying FAS operation process modelling, are able to evaluate the impact(s) of unfitness on the systems’ $R(t)$ reliability on an ongoing basis [1,2,58,59]. An FACU used within an FAS determines a failure output signal, without forecasting its impact on the operation of the entire utility system within a given building [1,7].

A noteworthy, often overlooked issue within the FAS operation process is the broadly understood mechanical (e.g., oscillation and vibrations) directly affecting the functioning of, e.g., a line smoke detector [1,60,61] or conducted and radiated electromagnetic [62–64] environmental interference. In the course of developing statistical data for the operation processes of all FAS components, the authors of the article considered the occurrence of such distortions in the environment when calculating the $\lambda(t)$ failure intensities [2,65]. Distortions in an environment where a given FAS is operated directly affect wireless elements, in particular, the sensor, control unit, or audio-optical signalling device [1,66]. When researching FAS operation processes, the authors did not encounter data (reports) on the measurement of the general environment, e.g., electromagnetic or the vibration and noise level (only a few design firms measure background noise prior to designing FAS) in the case of systems operated in transport facilities, in particular [2,67]. The authors believe that such measurements should be conducted already prior to the FAS design process in order to avoid accidental interference that would increase the false alarm probability [1,2,68].

Ensuring an adequate power supply with appropriate rated parameters for all elements located along FAS detection circuits or loops is an issue important in terms of the system’s correct functioning [1,69,70]. Often, when calculating the energy balance, ESS designers use proprietary calculators, dedicated simulation applications, or simple computer software, e.g., Excel [2,71,72]. Calculating FAS energy balance is easy for a concentrated system; however, it becomes complex in the case of scattered or mixed systems [1,7,73,74]. This is why the authors suggested proprietary, original procedural graphs for determining the energy balance for all FAS structural types. This is a comprehensive approach that takes into account the latest legal regulations applicable both in Poland and other EU Member States that operate this system [1,2,75,76]. Having a graph-calculation sequence, enables tracking the calculation “path” in real-time and taking into account, e.g., a change in elements or devices consuming various currents in the monitoring and alarm operating states [1,7,77]. Additionally, the reliability (certainty) and quality of power supply for security systems are an extremely important technical issue, which varies in terms of implementation by operators of given FAS [78–80].

The most important link—a decisive element that determines phenomenon detection—is a detector and built-in sensor that detects various characteristics of a fire [1,81,82]. FAS designers must take into account the type of fuel accumulated in a given room, building, or warehouse and select an appropriate detector with a sensor based on test fires (TF 1–9) [2,83,84]. The detector (and sensors therein) should respond to such a fire phenomenon [1,2] and detect them as soon as possible. The authors of the article conducted FAS operational tests, which confirm the aforementioned construction principle of these systems. However, the designers of such important security systems often fail to consider changes in room or building functionality after a long period of operation [1,85–87]. The authors believe that such changes in the intended use of rooms should be reported by the technical supervisors of the facility to the service team of such systems, and this should be reflected modifying, e.g., detectors or detection loops or circuits of the entire FAS [88–90]. Modifications to the design should also take into account the functional and power supply reliability (developing a new energy balance) of new FAS devices or elements.
 Due to their internal functional structure and implemented technical features associated with ensuring the fire safety of monitored facilities, FAS can be divided into three groups [1,2,91]:

- A concentrated FAS, with the simplest functional structure, where detection circuits and loops with sensors detecting characteristic fire features always start and terminate in an FACU;
- Scattered FAS, of a complex functional structure. Depending on building volume [m$^3$] or the size of a vast area [km$^2$], such a system has from two to more than ten or several dozen FACUs. Organization, developing a fire scenario, and control matrix for all FAS elements is very complex and based on the use of dedicated computer applications. FACUs may be connected in a single loop, star, or bus with a double transmission line (optical fibre), since they have to meet specific reliability requirements [92–94]. A scattered system always has a master FACU, with others in slave mode. Detection loops must always start and terminate in a single fire alarm control unit;
- A mixed-structure FAS is a combination of two aforementioned functional structures, concentrated and scattered. Usually, concentrated FAS within such a solution implements fire protection for the most fire-endangered facilities—fuel storages, archives, museums, etc.

Figure 3 shows a concentrated FAS energy balance determination graph. FAS is used over a vast transport area; however, it implements the fire monitoring of several low-volume structures, which is why it has such a technical organization. It has two detection and control loops with detectors and control-monitoring devices monitoring the technical state of technical and fire-safety elements integrated with the FAS. It has two circuits equipped with audio-optical signalling and control devices. The 230 V power supply connected to the FACU, which is the power source for all elements and instruments along detection loops and circuits. The developed graph takes into account various times of detection operation, from 72, through 24 to 4 h, with separate service team availability variants. The first one (no notification and service), the second (system unfitness immediately reported to the service team via an alarm and failure signal transmission device) (AFSTD), and the third (service team available at the installed FAS location). In addition, the FAS is equipped with on-site spare part storage, a backup power generator, and a battery bank. Pursuant to the applicable legal standard, the alarm time for the energy balance determination cases in question is 0.5 h everywhere. Figure 4 shows a scattered FAS energy balance determination graph. A scattered FAS consists of three control units connected in a loop. The FACU is the master unit, while the two other ones operate as slaves. Control, monitoring, and diagnostics of a scattered FAS, as shown in Figure 4, is possible from any FACU, after logging in (in service mode) to one of the units operating in a double loop (optical fibre) for reliability reasons.
Figure 3. Concentrated FAS energy balance determination graph, where: $k$-is reserve coefficient, usually taken as 1.25, $I_1$-determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of monitoring for the first fire system, $t_1$-required operating time of the FAS in the technical state of monitoring, $D_1$-coefficient associated with battery capacity upon discharging with the $I_1$ current (the value should always be obtained from the battery manufacturer; in practice, 1 is adopted for the FAS), $I_2$-determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of alarm, $t_2$-required FAS operating time in the technical state of alarm, $D_2$-coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions. In the case of typical FACU operating conditions, the adopted value can be 1; however, in the case of AWS, due to the possible broadcasting of a message over all speaker circuits and to all zones, this coefficient may reach a value up to 1.5, $H$-hour symbol ($H = 60$ min).
Figure 4. Scattered FAS energy balance determination graph, where: k is reserve coefficient, usually taken as 1.25, I_r determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of monitoring for the first fire system, t_1 a-required operating time of the first FAS in the technical state of monitoring, D_1 a-coefficient associated with
battery capacity upon discharging with the $I_1$ current (the value should always be obtained from the battery manufacturer; in practice, 1 is adopted for the FAS), $I_2$ determined power consumption for the first FAS in the technical state of alarm, $t_{2a}$ required operating time of the first FAS and the technical state of alarm, $D_2$ coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions. In the case of typical FACU operating conditions, the adopted value can be 1; however, in the case of AWS, due to the possible broadcasting of a message over all speaker circuits and to all zones, this coefficient may reach a value up to 1.5, $t_{1b}$ required operating time of the second FAS in the technical state of monitoring, $D_1$ coefficient associated with battery capacity upon discharging with the $I_1$ current (the value should always be obtained from the battery manufacturer; in practice, 1 is adopted for the FAS), $I_2$ determined power consumption for the second FAS in the technical state of alarm, $t_{2b}$ required operating time of the second FAS and the technical state of alarm, $D_2$ coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions. In the case of typical FACU operating conditions, the adopted value can be 1; however, in the case of AWS, due to the possible broadcasting of a message over all speaker lines and to all zones, this coefficient may reach a value up to 1.5, $I_1$ determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of monitoring for the third fire system, $t_{1c}$ required operating time of the third FAS in the technical state of monitoring, $D_1$ coefficient associated with battery capacity upon discharging with the $I_1$ current (the value should always be obtained from the battery manufacturer; in practice, 1 is adopted for the FAS), $I_2$ determined power consumption for the third FAS in the technical state of alarm, $t_{2c}$ required operating time of the third FAS and the technical state of alarm, $D_2$ coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions. In the case of typical FACU operating conditions, the adopted value can be 1; however, in the case of AWS, due to the possible broadcasting of a message over all speaker circuits and to all zones, this coefficient may reach a value up to 1.5.
Scattered FAS is supplied with electricity through a separate internal power supply circuit from the central point connected to the building already upstream of the fire switch located inside the protected building, the so-called power supply upstream of the building’s fire-safety circuit breaker. The main electrical power switch enables de-energizing all consumers located within the protected building in order to enable a safe extinguishing operation for the fire service [94–96]. However, an FAS is still supplied during fire extinguishing, which is enabled by special power supply cables used only for these systems. In order to increase power supply reliability and reduce voltage drops (extensive supply cable lengths) experienced within power supply circuits, and hence, reduce the economic costs associated with the implementation of this project, each FAS usually has its own separate battery bank monitored by FAS anti-tampering contracts against unauthorized opening. An energy balance is calculated for each scattered FAS functional structure. It takes into account two technical states: monitoring and alarm. Each individual FAS of the scattered structure should be able to function for a specified operation time related to its intended use within a given building or over a vast area. Expressions for calculating the energy balance for such FAS are shown in Figure 4. The k coefficient found in the formula is the so-called reserve coefficient, which expresses redundant battery capacity during the calculations. It usually takes a value equal to 1.25 [1,94]. All FACUs have their own, extensive and stabilized power supplies supervised by microprocessor systems in terms of output currents and voltages [96–98]. There are additional filters inside the power supply, which eliminate interference occurring within a power mains—e.g., harmonics [94,99,100]. In addition, a power supply is equipped with overvoltage systems and filters reducing interference associated with ensuring FAS electromagnetic compatibility [96,101,102]. Unfitness or lack of main power supply is reported to an alarm-receiving-centre or service groups as a fail-safe (at that time, the system switches to backup power, e.g., from a battery bank) [96,103–105]. Only alarm (fire event within a facility) and failure (system unfit over a specified area) signals are sent to the State Fire Service via two independent teletransmission channels, to make sure the information reaches the recipient [1,106,107]. In order to present the entire power supply aspect—i.e., calculate the energy balance—the authors developed Figure 4. Due to the substantial amount of information that requires consideration in this Figure, some explanations may be poorly legible in this figure size; however, the authors could not omit explanations associated with the energy balance, which is a fundamental issue related to FAS functioning.

Figure 5 shows a mixed fire alarm system energy balance determination graph. Correct FAS energy balance calculation assumes FAS operational efficiency under normal and emergency operation, i.e., after a basic power failure or in the FACU alarm state. The conducted operational tests involving selected FAS confirmed the presence of obvious errors made by the designers of such systems [1,94,96]. The most frequent mistakes in the course of FAS backup power current balance calculations include:

1. incorrect power consumption readings for individual devices in the monitoring and alarm states,
2. incorrect assumptions of the total device number (undershot or overshot),
3. failure to consider all devices connected to the FAS in the current balance,
4. overshooting detection loop or circuit current load,
5. erroneous assumptions in terms of the required system backup time during monitoring and alarm (i.e., oversizing or undersizing the required backup battery capacity) [2,11,68,94],
6. assuming an excessive battery bank capacity for a given fire alarm control unit supporting a limited capacity, as per the manufacturer’s declarations and the operation and maintenance manual [1,17,67,94].
Figure 5. Scattered FAS energy balance determination graph, where: $k$ - is the reserve coefficient, usually taken as 1.25, $I_1$ - determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of monitoring for the first fire system, $t_1$ - required operating time of the first FAS in the technical state of monitoring, $D_1$ is the coefficient associated with battery capacity upon discharging with the $I_1$ current (the value should always be obtained from the battery manufacturer; in practice, 1 is adopted for the FAS), $I_2$ - determined power consumption for the first FAS in the technical state of alarm, $t_2$ - required operating time of the first FAS and the technical state of alarm, $D_2$ - coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions. In the case of typical FACU operating conditions, the adopted value can be 1; however, in the case of AWS, due to the possible broadcasting of a message over all speaker circuits and to all zones, this coefficient may reach a value up to 1.5, $H$ - means on hour of operation ($H = 60$ min).

Errors made in the course of designing systems should be distinguished from the irregularities resulting from the FAS operation process [94, 96]. Based on the conducted
tests, the authors of the article believe the most common operational errors encountered in the course of FAS operation, which impact the FACU current balance to be:

1. replacing a detector with a new one, with greater consumption of power from a detection loop or circuit,
2. replacing signalling devices with ones exhibiting increased power consumption,
3. extending detection loops at the expansion stage \[2,44\],
4. the impact of electromagnetic interference previously unconsidered in the design, which occurs within the internal and external environment \[11,108,109\].

4. Operation Process Analysis for a Selected FAS Operated in CI Facilities

In the age of rapid technological progress and constant technical development, CI facilities are exposed to numerous hazards \[1,12,110\]. These include fire that may be a direct consequence of a terrorist attack. This is why the correct protection of CI facilities using active and passive fire safety equipment is an important issue - Figure 1. Active fire protection found in CI facilities is, among others, a fire alarm system and a fixed extinguishing device (FED). Satisfying this requirement means ensuring reliable FAS functioning at all fire stages and during the extinguishing operation, i.e., detecting the fire, signalling, actuation of suppression systems, and other fire-safety systems \[1,110,111\]. Therefore, appropriately configured and reliable FAS must be used to ensure the technical security of CI facilities. When operating FAS in CI facilities with a very high reliability and availability index, we provide an adequate fire safety level \[7,112–114\]. It is particularly important in public utility CI facilities. Figure 6 shows an example of an FAS structure operated in a CI building. The fire-safety system includes a gravitational smoke exhaust system installed in the staircase. An FAS FACU is coupled with a smoke exhaust control unit. The smoke exhaust control unit is incorporated into an FAS detection loop via an I&C module (I/O). The loop detects fire phenomena (Figure 6) for the entire staircase located in the CI building. Fire is detected in the smoke exhaust system by detectors located within the FAS detection loop. The detectors were assigned to a detection zone in accordance with the fire scenario and control matrix for the staircase \[1,69,73,115\]. The activation of a smoke exhaust control unit leads to the operation of the smoke damper, i.e., its opening and opening of the aeration door on the ground floor of the CI facility staircase.

By conducting a functional analysis for a selected FAS, it is possible to illustrate the safety relationships occurring therein, in terms of reliability and operation, as presented in Figure 7. The \(S_0\) state of full fitness is a state, in which an FAS correctly implements its functions associated with fire detection. The \(S_{ZB}\) safety hazard state (e.g., \(Q_{ZBD1}, Q_{ZBD2}, \ldots, Q_{ZBDn-1}, Q_{ZBD21}, Q_{ZBD22}, \ldots, Q_{ZSD}, Q_{ZBS}, Q_{ZB1}\)) is a state, in which an FAS partially executes its functions associated with detection, fire scenario implementation, and control. The \(S_{B}\) safety unreliability state is a state, in which an FAS does not execute its functions arising from the fire scenario and control. If an FAS remains in the \(S_0\) state of full fitness and experiences failures of individual devices or elements installed within detection loops or circuits, the system switches to the safety hazard state: \(S_s\) (signalling circuit), \(S_{D1}, S_{D2}, S_{D3}, \ldots\), (detection loop No. 1); \(S_{D1}, S_{D1}, \ldots\), (detection loop No. 2) and the smoke exhaust system \(S_{ZSD}, S_{B1}\). FAS in the state of \(S_{ZB}\) safety hazard can switch to the \(S_0\) state of full fitness upon restoring all relationships and functions implemented by the FAS (recovery, repair, and replacement of system element and devices with and intensity of \(\mu\)-signalling circuit \(S_{D1}; detection loop No. 1; H_{D1}, H_{D2}, \ldots; detection loop No. 2; H_{D2}, H_{D2}, \ldots; and the smoke exhaust system \(S_{ZSD}, H_{B1}, H_{RD}, H_{SBD}, respectively\). The \(S_{B}\) FAS safety unreliability in the case of all detection loops and circuits being unfit leads to the inability to implement functions arising from the fire control matrix. On the other hand, switching from the \(S_{B}\) state of safety unreliability to the \(S_0\) state of full fitness for FAS takes place when all functions arising from a control matrix developed for a given fire scenario are restored (recovery of individual devices or elements). For the sake of better clarity, Figure 7 shows separate transitions resulting from \(\lambda\) damage intensities and \(\mu\) recovery intensities for individual detection circuits and loops of the FAS in question. Detection loop No. 2
takes into account two detectors functioning within the smoke exhaust zone, while the smoke exhaust system takes into account mechanical assemblies such as the motorized smoke damper and a separate smoke exhaust button (marked in Figure 6).

Figure 6. A selected fire alarm system located in the CI building, cooperating with the smoke exhaust control unit. Fire is detected by sensor connected to FAS detection loop No. 2 is the smoke exhaust system detection section (zone or group).

An FAS cooperating with a smoke exhaust control unit shown in Figure 6 has been described by the following system of Kolmogorov-Chapman Equation (1):

\[
\begin{align*}
R'_0(t) &= -\lambda_{csp} \cdot R_0(t) - \lambda_{d1} \cdot R_0(t) - \lambda_{d21} \cdot R_0(t) - \lambda_{zsd} \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{csp} \cdot Q_B(t) + \\
&\quad + \mu_s \cdot Q_{zbs}(t) + \mu_{d1} \cdot Q_{zbd1}(t) + \mu_{d21} \cdot Q_{zbd21}(t) + \mu_{zsd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) \\
Q'_{zbs}(t) &= -\lambda_{s1} \cdot Q_{zbs}(t) - \mu_s \cdot Q_{zbs}(t) + \lambda_s \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{s1} \cdot Q_B(t) \\
Q'_{zbd1}(t) &= -\lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd1}(t) - \mu_{d1} \cdot Q_{zbd1}(t) + \lambda_{d1} \cdot R_0(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) \\
Q'_{zbd2}(t) &= -\lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) - \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) + \lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd1}(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) \\
Q'_{zbdn-1}(t) &= -\lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbdn-1}(t) - \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbdn-1}(t) + \lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) \\
Q'_{zbd2n-1}(t) &= -\lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2n-1}(t) - \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2n-1}(t) + \lambda_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) + \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{zbd2}(t) \\
Q'_{zsd}(t) &= -\lambda_k \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) - \lambda_{rd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) - \mu_{zsd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) + \lambda_{zsd} \cdot R_0(t) + \\
&\quad + \mu_k \cdot Q_B(t) + \mu_{rd} \cdot Q_B(t) \\
Q'_{b1}(t) &= -\lambda_{b1} \cdot Q_{b1}(t) - \mu_{k} \cdot Q_{b1}(t) - \mu_{rd} \cdot Q_{b1}(t) - \mu_{b1} \cdot Q_{b1}(t) + \lambda_{b1} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) + \lambda_{rd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) + \mu_{b1} \cdot Q_{b1}(t) \\
Q'_b(t) &= -\mu_{csp} \cdot Q_{b}(t) - \mu_{s1} \cdot Q_{b}(t) - \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{b}(t) - \mu_{d2} \cdot Q_{b}(t) - \mu_{b1} \cdot Q_{b}(t) + \\
&\quad + \lambda_{csp} \cdot R_0(t) + \lambda_{s1} \cdot R_0(t) + \lambda_{rd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) + \lambda_{rd} \cdot Q_{zsd}(t) + \lambda_{b1} \cdot Q_{b1}(t)
\end{align*}
\]
S probability function of an FAS staying in the state of full fitness, and the state of safety unreliability to the state of safety hazard—in accordance with designations in Figure 7.

If we assume the following baseline conditions for further analysis (2):

$$R_0(0) = 1$$
$$Q_{ZBS}(0) = Q_{ZBD1}(0) = Q_{ZBD2}(0) = Q_{ZBDn-1}(0) = Q_{ZBD21}(0) = Q_{ZBD22}(0) = Q_{ZBD23}(0) = Q_{ZBD2n-1}(0) = Q_{ZSD}(0) = Q_{B1}(0) = Q_B(0) = 0$$

where:

- $R_0(t)$ is the probability function of the system staying in the $S_{PZ}$ state of full fitness;
- $Q_{ZBS}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD1}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD2}(t)$, $Q_{ZBDn-1}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD21}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD22}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD23}(t)$, $Q_{ZBD2n-1}(t)$, $Q_{ZSD}(t)$, $Q_{B1}(t)$ are the probability function for FAS staying in individual safety hazard states;
- $Q_B(t)$ is the probability function of the system staying in the $S_B$ state of safety unreliability;
- $\lambda_{CSP}$ is the intensity of transition from the $S_{PZ}$ state of full fitness to $S_B$ the state of safety unreliability;
- $\mu_{CSP}$ is the intensity of transition from the $S_B$ state of safety unreliability to the $S_{PZ}$ state of full fitness;
- $\lambda_{S1}$, $\lambda_D$, . . . are the intensity of transitions from the $S_{PZ}$ state of full fitness, the $S_{ZB}$ state of the safety hazard, or the $S_{ZB}$ state of safety unreliability—in accordance with designations in Figure 7;
- $\mu_{S1}$, $\mu_{D2}$, . . . is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state of the safety hazard to the $S_{PZ}$ state of full fitness, and the state of safety unreliability to the state of safety hazard—in accordance with designations in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Relationships within a fire alarm system connected to a smoke exhaust control unit. Fire is detected by detectors connected to the FAS detection loop. Designations in the Figure: $R_0(t)$ is the probability function of an FAS staying in the $S_{PZ}$ state, $Q_{ZB}(t)$ is the probability function of an FAS staying in the $S_{ZB}$ state, $Q_B(t)$ is the probability function of an FAS staying in the $S_B$ state, $\lambda_{S1}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{PZ}$ state to the $S_{ZB}$ state, $\mu_{S1}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state to the $S_{PZ}$ state, $\mu_{S2}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state to the $S_{ZB}$ state, $\lambda_{ZB1}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{PZ}$ state to the $S_{ZB}$ state, $\mu_{ZB1}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state to the $S_{PZ}$ state, $\mu_{ZB2}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state to the $S_{ZB}$ state, $\lambda_{ZB2}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $Q_{ZB}$ state to the $Q_B$ state, $\mu_{ZB2}$ is the intensity of transitions from the $S_{ZB}$ state to the $S_{ZB}$ state.]
And then, after applying the Laplace transform, we have a system of linear equations

\[ s\cdot R_0^*(s) - 1 = - (\lambda_{CSP} + \lambda_{D1} + \lambda_{D21} + \lambda_{ZSD})\cdot R_0^*(s) + \mu_{CSP}\cdot Q_b^*(s) + \mu_s\cdot Q_{ZBS}^*(s) + \mu_{D1}\cdot Q_{ZBD1}^*(s) + \mu_{D21}\cdot Q_{ZBD21}^*(s) + \mu_{ZSD}\cdot Q_{ZSD}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{ZBD1}^*(s) = - (\lambda_{S1} + \mu_s)\cdot Q_{ZBS}^*(s) + \lambda_s\cdot R_0^*(s) + \mu_{S1}\cdot Q_b^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{ZBD21}^*(s) = - (\lambda_{D21} + \mu_{D1})\cdot Q_{ZBD1}^*(s) + \lambda_{D1}\cdot R_0^*(s) + \mu_{D21}\cdot Q_{ZBD21}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{ZBD2}^*(s) = - (\lambda_{D2} + \mu_{D2})\cdot Q_{ZBD2}^*(s) + \lambda_{D2}\cdot Q_{ZBD2}^*(s) + \mu_{D2}\cdot Q_{ZBD2}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{ZBD23}^*(s) = - (\lambda_{D2n-1} + \lambda_d + \mu_{D23})\cdot Q_{ZBD23}^*(s) + \lambda_{D23}\cdot Q_{ZBD23}^*(s) + \mu_{D2n-1}\cdot Q_{ZBD2n-1}^*(s) + \mu_d\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{ZSD}^*(s) = - (\lambda_k + \lambda_{RD} + \mu_{ZSD})\cdot Q_{ZSD}^*(s) + \lambda_{ZSD}\cdot R_0^*(s) + \mu_{K}\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) + \mu_{RD}\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) = - (\lambda_{B1} + \lambda_k + \mu_{RD} + \mu_{D21})\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) + \lambda_{D2}\cdot Q_{ZBD23}^*(s) + \lambda_{K}\cdot Q_{ZSD}^*(s) + \lambda_{RD}\cdot Q_{ZSD}^*(s) + \lambda_{B1}\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) \]

\[ s\cdot Q_b^*(s) = - (\lambda_{CSP} + \lambda_{S1} + \mu_0 + \mu_{D20} + \mu_{B1})\cdot Q_b^*(s) + \lambda_{CSP}\cdot R_0^*(s) + \lambda_{S1}\cdot R_0^*(s) + \lambda_{D20}\cdot Q_{ZBD2n-1}^*(s) + \lambda_{B1}\cdot Q_{B1}^*(s) \]

The BlockSim software was used to calculate the availability and reliability for an FAS with a smoke exhaust control unit staying in individual states, as per the assumed operating time of 8760 h, and the repair (recovery) and reliability coefficient values—see Figure 8.

**Figure 8.** Migration of possible states of an FAS with a smoke exhaust system based on common fire detection (Figure 6) [printout from the BlockSim software].

Calculated values of individual availability coefficients over time, for individual safety states, as in Figure 7, for an FAS integrated with smoke exhaust and common fire detection, were conducted using statistical data collected from 20 systems operated within CI facilities. For the purpose of determining the λ damage intensity and μ recovery intensity, the authors of the article divided FAS into components making up the entire system, i.e., detectors of a specific type, modules, signalling devices, etc. The aforementioned operation process coefficients were determined for individual FAS elements. All 20 FAS were operated under similar environmental conditions, with local access to servicing at the place of operation and the so-called on-site spare part stor-ages should any unfitness event occur (repair commenced immediately after obtaining information on the partial damage status from the fire alarm control unit). Due to their complexity, the computations were conducted using a BlockSim computer application by ReliaSoft. The ReliaSoft BlockSim, as a specialized...
computer application, provides a platform for testing system reliability, FAS in this case. Computer software enables computing FAS availability and conducting analyses in this respect. The presented computer application computations and graphs enable a conclusion that an appropriately designed and executed FAS exhibits a significantly high availability coefficient $kg(t)$, e.g., for time $t = 1.125 \ [h] \ kg(t) = 0.999$ (Table 1). This is a consequence of the fact that individual FAS elements, devices, and base modules offer appropriate technical and system solutions that utilize redundancy and the so-called fail-safe concept. An important operational issue for FAS is related to the so-called “infant age failures (unfitness)” that are manifested at the initial system operation stage (Figure 9). The initial FAS operation period (up to 40 h of system operation from activation-commissioning) experiences a loss in the values of the $kg(t)$ availability coefficient. This coefficient stabilizes after this period at a value equal to $kg(t) = 0.999$ (Figure 10). Virtually the same value of the $kg(t)$ availability coefficient is maintained for a time $t = 8760 \ [h]$. In the initial operation period, the predominant operational states (exhibiting the highest values) of FAS are the $S_0$ state of full fitness (designation in Figure 9 according to the simulation software) and the $S_D1$ state (detection loop No. 1, detector No. 1) (Figure 9). Other operational state coefficients with respect to the FAS provided for calculations and simulations reach very small values below $1 \cdot 10^{-6}$ and they can be practically omitted within the process under consideration.

Table 1. Calculations of the FAS availability and reliability coefficients for the $S_0$ state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computation Step</th>
<th>Time [h]</th>
<th>Availability (t)</th>
<th>Reliability (t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>0.9999986</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.125</td>
<td>0.9999976</td>
<td>0.999997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8758</td>
<td>8758.125</td>
<td>0.999989</td>
<td>0.98858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8759</td>
<td>8759.125</td>
<td>0.999989</td>
<td>0.98858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8760</td>
<td>8760</td>
<td>0.999989</td>
<td>0.98858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Graphs of availability over time for individual states of an FAS integrated with smoke exhaust and common fire detection [printout from the BlockSim software].
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Figure 10. Graphs of availability for individual states of an FAS with smoke exhaust based on common fire detection in the S0 state over time [printout from the BlockSim software].
5. Conclusions

The issues related to the operation of fire alarm systems located in critical infrastructure facilities are extremely important with respect to ensuring safety. These systems are installed and operated in accordance with applicable standards and regulations, as well as legislation, which require FAS monitoring in strictly defined buildings. Such a legal basis relative to FAS entails the high reliability of these systems. FAS installed in critical infrastructure facilities require continuous supervision of service teams and the existence of “on-site spare part storages” to ensure the shortest possible repair (recovery) time. This solution for the operation process leads to a very low recovery intensity, in other words, the repair time in the event of unfitness is very short. The repair (recovery) time during the research conducted by the authors of the article varied, e.g., FAS power supply failure resulted in a maximum repair time of 15 min. However, there were also FAS unfitness events when the repair time took hours, e.g., repairing the unfitness of a detector in the detection loop No. 2/55, reported to the FACU as a “not responding-communication error” malfunction took 4 [h], and replacing batteries with new ones on the backup power supply takes precisely 13 h 10 min; or the communication (signal transmission) error in loop No. 1-repair time of 4 [h], involving appropriate tie-in of loop No. 1 cabling to FACU terminals. Due to the process of operating FAS in CI facilities, some times associated with repair/recovery are acceptable and some are not, due to being longer. In such a case, the whole system or a part of it fails to monitor fire safety within a facility. FAS, and especially an FACU that is responsible for implementing the process of diagnosing complex-scattered or mixed-system are fitted with an extensive module(s) intended solely for this type of operation, i.e., implementing this process only. Diagnostic modules detect “simple” malfunctions, such as a detection circuit/loop resistance change or shorting/opening but also such failures as a detector replaced with a different type, control unit-detector(s)/module(s) digital communication errors, or intentional sabotage—e.g., element removal. The FAS diagnosis process is implemented continuously by the FACU, concurrently with the fundamental operation type-monitoring. However, an alarm signal has higher priority in the FACU, and in the event of any such signal, the control unit automatically suspends the FAS diagnosis process. Such a solution in relation to FAS causes information on system unfitness to be continuously transmitted to services residing within CI facilities, which significantly shortens intervention time in the event of a failure. FAS energy balance calculations should take into account the different functional structures of the systems. This is why three independent graphs were developed as part of the article. A separate energy balance that takes into account the internal connection structure should be developed for each subsystem (slave) of a scattered FAS.

The next stage of the article focused on developing an operation process model for a selected FAS operated in CI facilities. Based on the conducted computer simulation, the FAS is characterized by high reliability in the order of \( R = 0.989 \) after one year of operation under given environmental conditions. No complete failure of the FAS was identified based on the conducted actual operational tests and a reading taken from the “event log” stored in the FAS non-volatile memory. FAS reliability structures do not include the so-called “critical paths”, where a failure of one element or device leads to the unfitness of the entire system. A FACU is an element critical for all FAS for reliability reasons. However, all FACUs in CI facilities exhibited 100% redundancy. The second alarm control unit was operated as a “hot” unloaded backup. No case of a complete FACU failure was identified in the course of the tests. The conducted tests allow users and persons employed in FAS service departments to have information on system reliability. In addition to technical aspects, such a high FAS reliability is also important from the legal perspective of the operation process. FAS are the only electronic security systems, the functioning of which in buildings is legally assented.

Conducted computer simulations confirm also an important practical aspect of the conducted research and scientific considerations discussed herein. Appropriate technical service organization, functioning of the spare part storage within a given facility, adequate failure response time, and the application of all available technical solutions with respect to
improving reliability enabled achieving such a high system availability coefficient. In their further research, the authors plan to conduct operational tests of FAS operated in other facilities, not classified as CI. The authors also plan to conduct operational tests involving other electronic security systems operated in smart buildings, CI, and single-family houses.
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Nomenclature

FAS Fire Alarm System,
FACU Fire Alarm Control Unit,
ESS Electronic Security Systems
CI Critical Infrastructure
k(t) availability coefficient,
μ recovery intensity coefficient,
λ damage intensity coefficient,
R(t) probability function of an FAS staying in the SPZ state (full fitness)
QZB(t) probability function of an FAS staying in the SSB state (safety hazard)
Qb(t) probability function of an FAS staying in the SPZ state (safety unreliability)
λZB1 damage intensity, transition of a selected FAS from the SPZ state to the SSB state
μZB1 recovery intensity, transition from the SSB state to the SPZ state
MCP Manual Call Point
AWS Audio Warning System
S1 signalling circuit,
D1 detection loop No. 1
λCSP intensity of transition from the SPZ state of full fitness to the S1 state of safety unreliability;
AFSTD alarm and failure signal transmission device
FED fixed (fire) extinguishing device
k margin coefficient for energy balance calculations,
TF1-9 test fire designations,
ABPS automatic backup power switch
SSWiN Systemu Sygnalizacji Włamania i Napadu,
PIR Passive Infra-Red,
ACS Access Control Systems
CCTV Closed-circuit TV,
ABPS Automatic Backup Power Switch wymuszenia zakłócające,
AWS Audio Warning system
K reserve coefficient, usually taken as 1.25
I1 determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of monitoring for the first fire system,


\[ t_1 \text{ required operating time of the FAS in the technical state of alarm,} \]
\[ I_2 \text{ determined FAS power consumption in the technical state of alarm,} \]
\[ t_2 \text{ required FAS operating time in the technical state of alarm,} \]
\[ D_2 \text{ coefficient associated with reduced battery capacity resulting, from drawing large-value power under alarm conditions} \]
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